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In the basketball game, the accuracy and standardization of pitching are directly related to the score. So it is very important to
analyze the pitching figure movement to have a better positioning of the fingers. There are limited techniques to recognize the
movement. The human motion recognition method is one of them. It utilizes the spatiotemporal image segmentation and
interactive region detection to recognize images of pitching finger movement of basketball players. This method has a
limitation that the symmetrical information of the human body and sphere cannot be excavated, which leads to certain errors
in recognition effect. This paper presents a method of recognizing pitching finger movement of basketball players based on
symmetry algorithm, constructs an acquisition model, carries out edge contour detection and adaptive feature segmentation of
images of pitching finger movement of basketball players, and uses a fixed threshold to segment finger image to extract players’
hand contour and locate the middle axis of the finger. On this basis, the symmetry recognition method based on nematode
recognition algorithm is used to recognize the symmetry of basketball pitching finger movement image and complete the
accurate recognition of basketball pitching finger movement image. The experimental results show that the proposed method
can effectively recognize the basketball player’s finger movement image. The average recognition accuracy is 98%, the growth
rate of recognition speed is 98%, and the maximum recognition time is 12 s. The robustness of the proposed method is 0.45.

1. Introduction

In the basketball game, the accuracy and standardization of
pitching are directly related to the score, which is of great sig-
nificance to the accurate recognition and judgment of the
finger-stroke motion image of basketball pitching. When
evaluating a baseball game, analysts are also interested in
important game events to explore the course of a play. For
example, these events can be used in systems such as those
developed in [1–3] to visualize the game timeline. A human
motion recognition method based on spatiotemporal image
segmentation and interactive region detection is proposed
[4, 5], which detects human contours in the video stream
and segments them into key regions, then expands the seg-
mentation to include nonhuman objects interacting with
the human body. The spatiotemporal histogram of gradient
direction (HOG) and histogram of optical flow field (HOF)
descriptor were used to represent the static and dynamic
characteristics of key segments, and codebook is constructed

by K-means algorithm. At the same time, local constrained
linear coding (LLC) technology is used to optimize codebook.
Finally, nonlinear support vector machine (SVM) is used to
learn features and recognize actions, because this method
cannot mine human beings. The symmetrical information
of body and sphere leads to some errors in recognition effect.
Another motion recognition method combines multipose
estimation features [6] and uses the obtained multimotion
models to estimate the posture of any image to obtain multi-
group posture feature information of the image; each group
of feature information includes key point information and
posture scoring, because the method is based on multimotion
models to recognize images, the recognition speed is slow,
and the efficiency is low. A real-time motion recognition
method came up with [7]. Firstly, the depth image is pro-
jected in three projection planes; then, the Gabor features
are extracted from three projection maps, and finally, these
features are utilized to train extreme learning machine
(ELM) classifier and complete motion classification, but the
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recognition accuracy of the proposed method is less than
90% in the experiment. The data is insufficient and the
usability needs to be excavated. Sun et al. [8] proposed a face
recognition method based on center-symmetric local binary
pattern (CS-LBP) and DBN (FRMCD). The results show that
the recognition rate of FRMCD is superior to that of tradi-
tional methods; the highest recognition rate is up to 98.82%.

In view of the above problems, this paper proposes a
method of recognizing the finger-stroke action image of bas-
ketball pitching based on symmetry algorithm. Firstly, the
image acquisition model of finger-stroke action of basketball
pitching is constructed. The edge contour detection and
adaptive feature segmentation are carried out on the
finger-stroke image of basketball pitching, and the hand-
shape image of players is extracted. Nematode recognition
algorithm identifies image of basketball players’ pitching fin-
ger movement [9]. The output is measured in terms of
robustness of the method which includes the judgment time
and recognition accuracy. The results obtained for the pro-
posed method are also compared with the motion recogni-
tion method fusing multipose estimation and human
motion recognition method based on spatiotemporal image
segmentation. The proposed method has better judgment
time and recognition accuracy as compared to the other
two methods and hence can be employed for real-time
motion recognition.

2. Image Recognition Method for Pitching
Finger Movement

2.1. Image Acquisition Model of Pitching Finger Movement of
Basketball Players. Assuming that the Gauss mixture model
labels the rotation of the spatial position of the pitching fin-
ger movement of the basketball players, at the multiposition
points of the space of the finger movement, the body coordi-
nates of the pitching finger movement of under the initial
deformation are X = ðxi0, xi1,⋯, xiðn−1Þ, yi0, yi1,⋯, yiðn−1ÞÞT ,

and the width and height of the whole characteristic image
of the basketball court are W and H. The three-
dimensional spatial feature image I of pitching finger move-
ment is divided into several subblocks, using the grid model.
The coordinates of the center points along the gradient
direction of the matching points on the network model are

calculated to be X ′ = ðxi0′ , xi1′ ,⋯, xiðn−1Þ′ , yi0′ , yi1′ ,⋯, yiðn−1Þ′ ÞT .
Then, the sphere network model of the basketball in the
player’s hands is calculated separately. At the jth manual cal-
ibration point ðxij, yijÞ, the triangular partition pheromone
pði, jÞ of the single-frame pitching movement is obtained
as given in the following equation:
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There are 2 × 2 pixels in the sampling image of pitching
finger movement. The density feature of sampling points is
extracted [10]. The mean square error between the stan-
dardized feature points ðxij′ , yij′Þ of basketball pitching fin-
ger movement is obtained as shown in the following
equation:
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In the formula, N is the total number of evenly distrib-
uted grids for image of pitching finger of basketball
players.

Considering all the pixel feature points of n spatial posi-
tions, the error vectors of basketball players’ differences in
lifting and pitching motions are obtained as given in the
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Figure 1: Standardized judgment process of finger throwing action in basketball throwing.
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Figure 2: 3D modeling of finger throwing for basketball throwing.
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following equation:
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Thus, the sampling and feature analysis of three main

position spaces of basketball players’ hands are realized,
and the standardized judgment of basketball pitching action
in interactive scenes is carried out employing a computer
image processing method [11]. The modelling process is
shown in Figure 1.

In this paper, the local reconstruction weight matrix A of
the sample points’ pitching motion is set up. The basketball
player’s motion vector is high-dimensional. The affine trans-
formation of the pixel information features of the motion is
as shown in Equation (4):

f Gnð Þ = a1 + a2x + a3y + a4z + 〠
n

i=0
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The normalized sampling point matrix H for basketball
action is a symmetric matrix and the matrix element h =U

ðgi
′, PjÞ = kgi ′ − Pjk: i, j = 0, 1, 2, ::, n. U stands for matrix

vectors, and g represents matrix elements. The eigenspace
cost function under three-dimensional nonlinear space map-
ping is used to find partial differential of unknown transfor-
mation parameters a, b, c, γ, θ, and ω, so as to get the linear
equations of sampling points and fixed points of network

(a) Hand grayscale (b) Hand shape two value image

(c) Hand shape image preprocessing

Figure 3: Hand image preprocessing.
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model, and is given by Equation (5):
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The TPS transform determines the edge features of the
vertex of the mesh. The cost error function of wrong pitch-
ing movement in the local coordinate system is as shown
in the following equation:

min ε Wð Þ z = 〠
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In the formula: k vertexes of the feature space network
model of basketball pitching fingers are xijðj = 1, 2,⋯, kðÞÞ
of xi, w

i
j is the weighted difference error between xi and xij.

Through triangulation construction, the standardized
characteristics of pitching motion of basketball players meet
the condition xij. In order to obtain the motion vector
matrix W, the edge contour segmentation errors of the n
-th and n + 1-th acquisition points are represented by Pn
and Pn+1. When the elbow of the player’s ball-holding hand
is gradually straightened, the points of the space position in
the P Euclidean space form a high-dimensional manifold
[12]. With the probability of position distribution of basket-

ball in the air, a local covariance matrix Qi
jm is obtained as

given in the following equation:

Qi
jm = xi − xij


 �T xi − xij

 �

: ð7Þ

Combining formula (7) with ∑k
j=1w

i
j = 1, edge contour

view point segmentation and the output function f ðxÞ =
WT

x of basketball pitching motion under computer vision
are used as regression function, and x is the input vector of
pixel value. Based on this, the three-dimensional model
visual modeling is carried out, as shown in Figure 2.

2.2. Hand Contour Extraction of Players

2.2.1. Hand Image Preprocessing. The main purpose of hand
image preprocessing is to extract player’s hand contour,
which includes three parts: gray image, binary image, and
hand contour extraction [13]. Because of the single back-
ground, uniform illumination, and obvious difference
between foreground image and background, the hand image
can be segmented by fixed threshold. Figures 3(a)–3(c) are
gray image, binary image, and contour of the hand.

2.2.2. Locating Fingertips and Figure End. Locating fingertips
and finger end is the basis of locating the middle axis of the
finger. The commonly used location algorithm of fingertips
and finger end is to find the distance from each contour
point to the center of the wrist [14]. In Figure 4, the local
vertex of the curve is the fingertip and the local valley is
the finger end. Wrist center point, in a hand contour, is
the midpoint of the vertex line of the two hand contours at
the wrist (the black midpoint in Figure 3(c)).

2.2.3. Locating the Central Axis of a Finger. Because the
player’s finger contour has high stability, the finger axis posi-
tioned according to the finger contour also has high stability
[15]. Firstly, the left and right contours of the finger are
fitted as the edge line of the finger, and then, the midline
of the two edge lines is taken as the center axis of the finger.

(a) Finger contour fitting (b) Finger central axis diagram

Figure 5: Finger localization.
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Figure 6: Eight-neighborhood model.
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For a single finger contour, the left and right contours of
the finger are divided according to the fingertip points, and
then, the left and right contours of the finger are fitted,
respectively, by the binomial curve fitting algorithm [16]. A
fitting straight line is shown below in the following equation:

y = kdx + bd , ð8Þ

wherein kd = ð∑nd
c=1y

d
c ×∑nd

c=1x
d
c − nd ×∑nd

c=1ðxdc × ydc ÞÞ/
ð∑nd

c=1x
d
c Þ

2 − nd ×∑nd
c=1ðxdc Þ

2
, bd = ð∑nd

c=1y
d
c − kd × ð∑nd

c=1x
d
c ÞÞ/

nd , fðxdc , ydc Þjc = 1,⋯, ndg, dðd = 1, 2,⋯, 8Þ, d is the finger
unilateral contour label, and kd is the fitting vector of the fin-
ger unilateral contour label. nd is the length of the unilateral
contour of the finger (from the fingertip to the end of finger),
ðxd1 , yd1Þ is the fingertip, ðxdnd , ydndÞ is the figure end, and c rep-
resents the fitting parameter.

The angular bisector of the line fitted by the left contour
and the line fitted by the right contour is defined as the cen-

tral axis of finger, but when the line fitted by the left contour
is parallel to the line fitted by the right contour, it is consid-
ered that the line parallel to and equal to the two lines is the
central axis of finger [17]. Equation (9) represents the central
axis of the finger.

y = ki ′x + bi ′x: ð9Þ

In the formula, ki ′ = tan ððarctan ki×2−1 + arctan ki×2Þ/2Þ,
bi ′ = ðki×2−1bi×2 − ki×2bi×21Þ/ðki×2−1 − ki×2Þ − ki ′ðbi×2−1 − bi×2Þ
/ðki×2−1 − ki×2Þ, iði = 1, 2, 3, 4Þ, y = ki×2−1x + bi×2−1 is the line
fitting the left finger contour, and the intersection point
between the central axis of the finger and the contour of
the finger is defined as a new fingertip.

The finger length is defined as the vertical line of the fin-
ger’s central axis through the left and right contour points of
the finger. There are two intersections. The intersection
point near the fingertip is defined as the start of finger
length, and the contour length from the fingertip to the fin-
ger end is the finger length [18]. Figure 5(a) is a schematic
diagram of finger contour fitting. Figure 5(b) is a sketch
map of the central axis of finger.

The above process completes the effective extraction of
pitching finger contour and central axis and obtains the
effective pitching finger image. On this basis, the symmetry
recognition of basketball pitching finger movement image
based on nematode recognition algorithm is adopted to real-
ize the accurate recognition of image.

2.3. Symmetry Recognition of Pitching Finger Image Based on
Nematode Recognition Algorithm. The nematode body has
the characteristic of high symmetry, and the human body
and the basketball ball also have high symmetry. In order
to accurately recognize the symmetry of the pitching finger
movement image [19], the nematode recognition algorithm
is used to recognize the pitching movement [20].

The biggest factor affecting nematode recognition is the
bubbles in the culture medium. The length of the edge of
the bubbles is similar to the length of the nematode body,
and the enclosure area is similar to the nematode body area
[21]. The observation showed that the body of nematode
was completely symmetrical. Although the complete enve-
lope curve of nematode edge could not be obtained after pre-
treatment, the lines on both sides of the nematode body also
had high similarity, and there was no similar curve around
the bubble edge curve. Through this characteristic, the lines
between the nematode body curve and its bubble edge curve
could be distinguished [22].

Based on the nematode recognition algorithm, the image
symmetry recognition method is as follows:

Figure 7: Bifurcation point model.
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(1) Progressive scanning of the pitching hand

In the first scan, after removing the isolated points and
bifurcation points, the image edge is refined [23]. After
image preprocessing, the finger binary image contains many
bifurcated lines. Firstly, the bifurcation points should be
removed so that only one branch line segment can be
included in the image for easy operation [24]. To facilitate

algorithm description, an eight-neighborhood model is
defined around each pixel, as shown in Figure 6.

There are only three cases around 8 points: there is only
one black point, which is the starting point or termination
point of the line segment; there are two black points around
which is the middle point of the line segment; there are three
or more black points around which are intersections or
bifurcations. There are 9 types satisfying the characteristics
of the bifurcation point, as shown in Figure 7:

Through the template matching, the bifurcation points
can be removed one by one, so that the image becomes a sin-
gle pixel wide edge [25].

For the second scan, detect line segment, remove inter-
ference short line segment, record position information
and midpoint coordinates of long line segment, and deter-
mine line segment chain code [26, 27]. The steps are as fol-
lows: scanning line by line to find the starting point of the
line segment and give its label; judging the direction of the
line segment according to the neighborhood of the pixel
point, labeling the same line segment along its direction;
returning to the starting point after labeling a line segment,
continuing to find the next starting point line by line, as
shown in Figure 8; and determining the link code of the line
segment, line by line. Segment chain code is very important
data [28, 29]. It can not only express the length of the line
segment but also indicate its direction. Some characteristics
of players and spheres must be identified through them. In
this paper, we use the 8 connected region chain code (also
called Freeman code). The definition of chain code value is
shown in Figure 9:

When a starting point is found, the chain code value is
determined point by point along the line to the end point
in sequence and then returns to the starting point and con-
tinues to search the next starting point in horizontal scan-
ning order to determine the chain code value of the next
line segment. The process is shown in Figure 10.

(2) Calculate the information of the two lines with the
highest similarity between the two adjacent lines, cal-
culate the coordinates of the points in the human
body and the sphere, and make the cross mark [30]

Specific methods are as follows: firstly, extract all the
point information of a line segment, find out whether there
are other line segments around the starting point, and if
so, extract the point information of the line segment. Based

Starting point

Termination point

Figure 10: Image edge tracking (chain code 0671707611).
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Figure 11: Flow chart of nematode recognition algorithm.
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Figure 12: Standard mode of finger throwing in basketball bowling.
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on the shorter line segment in two-line segments, the simi-
larity of the two-line segments is calculated by using the
chain code value. The formula for calculating the similarity
coefficient of two lines of equal length is given in the follow-
ing equation:

r = ∑n
i=1∑

n
i=1 Ai − �A

 �

Bi − �B

 �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑n

i=1∑
n
i=1 Ai − �A

 �� 

∑n
i=1∑

n
i=1 Bi − �B

 �2h ir : ð10Þ

In the formula: ½A1,⋯, An� and ½B1,⋯, Bn� are chain
code values of two-line segments, respectively, �A =∑n

i=1Ai/n
and �B =∑n

i=1Bi/n. The closer the similarity coefficient is to
1, the more similar the two-line character is.

In the image studied in this paper, the length of the two-
line segments is not always equal (Beyer–H RTL). This is to
calculate the similarity coefficient by truncating the chain
code value of the same length as the chain code value of
the short line segment from scratch in the chain code value
of the longer line segment and then moving one bit back-
ward in turn to calculate the chain code value of the same
length until all the chain code values of the longer line seg-
ment have been taken. If there are n chain codes in the
shorter line segment and m chain codes in the longer line
segment, it is necessary to calculate the ðm − n + 1Þ-degree
similarity coefficients. Finally, all the similarity coefficients
are compared, and the group with the largest value is taken
as the similarity coefficients of the two-line segments.
Because the players’ human body and sphere are symmetri-
cal, the similarity between the two contours of the same
body and sphere is significant [31], and the similarity coeffi-
cient is large, while the similarity coefficient between the
contours of different bodies and spheres or between the con-
tours of human body and sphere and the contours of bub-
bles is small; this method can be used to judge whether the
two contours belong to the same body or sphere [32, 33].
According to the definition of similarity, when the similarity
coefficient is greater than 0.7, the similarity degree is high, so
0.7 is taken as the judgment threshold. The flow chart of the
recognition algorithm is shown in Figure 11.

3. Results

In order to verify the effectiveness of this method, this
method is used to identify and judge the standardization of
pitching finger movement of a basketball player. The hard-
ware environment of the experimental platform is as follows:

CPU is Intel Core I3 processor 3.30GHz, memory 4GB
FFR3, and the resolution of sampling image is 320 × 240.
The simulation data of ball vision image express a kind of
basketball throwing action. There are 100 test sample image
sets in each throwing action mode, and there are 1024 ×
1000 test sets in the basketball throwing action image data-
base. A simplified visual analysis model of finger pulling
action of basketball throwing is established by SolidWorks,
and the analysis data are imported into Adams software.
The image processing and recognition analysis are carried
out, and the standardized judgment of the finger pitching
action is made. The standardized action mode of the finger
pitching action is shown in Figure 12.

The standardized action data of basketball throwing in
Figure 12 is saved as .txt text data and loaded into image data
processing software. The computer vision analysis is carried
out to guide the actual pitching action, and the image acqui-
sition model of basketball pitching is constructed. The
acquisition results are shown in Figure 13. The edge contour
of the acquired pitching image is detected and adaptive fea-
ture segmentation is carried out, which are shown in
Figure 14.

The computer vision analysis process of 20 pitching
movements is averaged, and self-adaptive correction and
action standardization judgment are made in the three-
dimensional space of pitching movements. The results are
shown in Table 1:

From Table 1, it can be seen that the accuracy of recog-
nition and judgment is more than 95% for the proposed
method and thus can be used to perform fixed-point judg-
ment and motion of pitching motion. The accuracy of pro-
posed method suggests that it can accurately identify the
pitching action image of a basketball player and correct the
pitching deviation in real-time and hence, this method real-
izes adaptive real-time correction.

The comparison of the proposed method with human
motion recognition method based on spatiotemporal image
segmentation and interactive region detection and action
recognition method fused with multipose estimation fea-
tures is also conducted with eight sample runs. Eight basket-
ball pitching finger motion image recognition experiments
are set up. The recognition images are set to four. The recog-
nition accuracy of the three methods is counted. The com-
parison results are shown in Tables 2–4.

Tables 2–4 represent the recognition accuracy of the var-
ious methods for the same basketball pitching finger image
and identical recognition times. The average recognition
accuracy of proposed method is 98%; the average recogni-
tion accuracy of human motion recognition method based
on spatiotemporal image segmentation and interactive
region detection is 46%. The average recognition accuracy
of the multipose estimation methods is 76%. This compari-
son shows that the accuracy of the proposed method is the
largest among the three methods.

The results of the recognition growth rate of the three
methods in the above experiments are statistically analyzed.
The results are shown in Figure 15.

Analysis of Figure 15 shows that three methods can
identify the growth rate of speed. The trend of the broken

Table 1: The results of analysis on the transformation of basketball
pitching finger strokes.

Way
Topping
points

Overall
sampling
points

Judge
time
(s)

Smooth
time

Judgment
precision

(%)

Fixed
point

4321 921 12.12 211 98.1

Sport 2432 1211 23.09 321 97.72
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line of the growth rate of recognition speed of the proposed
method is obviously above the other two methods. With the
increase of the number of experiments, the maximum
growth rate of recognition speed of the proposed method
reaches 98%, and the recognition speed of the motion recog-
nition method with multipose estimation features increases.
The growth rate of recognition speed of proposed method is
91.8%. The highest speed of human motion recognition
based on spatiotemporal image segmentation and interactive
region detection is only 91.5%. From this, we can see that the

speed of recognition in this paper increases rapidly and the
efficiency is high.

Statistical time-consuming data of the three methods in
the above experiments are described in Tables 5–7.

Tables 5–7 show that, on the premise of identifying the
same target and identical recognition times, the maximum
recognition time of this method is 12 s; the maximum recog-
nition time of human motion recognition method based on
spatiotemporal image segmentation and interactive region
detection is 62 s. The maximum time of the recognition of

Table 2: Identification accuracy of this method.

Number of experiments/times
Identification accuracy (%)

4 image recognition accuracy mean
Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Image 4

1 95% 97% 99% 99% 98%

2 99% 95% 98% 98% 98%

3 97% 97% 99% 99% 98%

4 97% 97% 99% 99% 98%

5 99% 95% 99% 98% 98%

6 97% 99% 98% 98% 98%

7 99% 98% 95% 98% 98%

8 98% 99% 95% 95% 97%

8 identification accuracy mean 98% 97% 98% 98% 98%

Table 3: Identification accuracy of human motion recognition method based on time and space image segmentation and interaction area
detection.

Number of experiments/times
Identification accuracy (%)

4 image recognition accuracy mean
Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Image 4

1 45% 48% 46% 46% 46%

2 46% 48% 46% 45% 46%

3 46% 48% 45% 46% 46%

4 46% 48% 48% 45% 47%

5 46% 48% 48% 46% 47%

6 45% 48% 45% 45% 46%

7 46% 46% 45% 46% 46%

8 45% 45% 45% 48% 46%

8 identification accuracy mean 46% 47% 46% 46% 46%

Table 4: Identification accuracy of action recognition method for fusion of multiple posture estimation features.

Number of experiments/times
Identification accuracy (%)

4 image recognition accuracy mean
Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Image 4

1 77% 76% 76% 76% 76%

2 76% 77% 78% 78% 77%

3 76% 78% 77% 77% 77%

4 76% 78% 48% 78% 70%

5 77% 77% 77% 78% 77%

6 78% 76% 76% 78% 77%

7 78% 77% 77% 78% 78%

8 75% 75% 75% 78% 76%

8 identification accuracy mean 77% 77% 73% 78% 76%
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the action recognition method based on the fusion of multi-
pose estimation features is 37 s. Through data comparison,
we can see that the recognition time of this method is the
shortest and the recognition efficiency is the fastest.

Statistics on robustness of the three methods are
described in Figure 16.

Analysis of Figure 16 shows that with the increase of the
number of experiments, the overall trend of the robust data
of the proposed method is always above the other two
methods. The maximum robustness and minimum robust-
ness of the proposed method are 0.45 and 0.1, respectively.
The maximum robustness and minimum robustness of the
motion recognition method fusing multipose estimation fea-
tures are 0.43 and 0.43, respectively. The maximum robust-
ness and minimum robustness of the human motion
recognition method based on spatiotemporal image segmen-
tation and interactive region detection are 0.37 and 0.05,
respectively, which shows that the robustness of the pro-
posed method is higher than that of the other two methods.
The experimental results show that the proposed method
has higher robustness.

4. Discussion

Based on the results of the previous section, this paper dis-
cusses the impact of wrist and finger movements on the per-
centage of hits. Firstly, the wrist backward motion during
pitching directly affects the direction, rotation, and running
parabola of the ball. If the wrist back is not enough, the angle
of the shot is small, and the parabola of the ball is low, the
possibility of entering the basket will be reduced. The correct
action should be as follows: five fingers are separated natu-
rally, the hand turns backward, the palm is empty, and the
ball does not fall on the hand; the center of gravity falls
between the middle finger and the index finger, so as to facil-
itate the control of the ball by the hand and finger. Secondly,
the finger movement when the ball is released is beneficial to
the control of the ball’s movement route and can make the
thrown ball naturally produce backspin. The backspin ball
has a higher flying radian than the nonrotating ball, which
enlarges the incident cross section and improves the chances
of basketball entering the basket. In this case, even if the
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Figure 15: Growth rate of recognition of the three methods.

Table 5: Time-consuming identification of this method.

Number of experiments/
times

Time consuming (s)
Image
1

Image
2

Image
3

Image
4

1 10 11 11 11

2 10 11 10 10

3 12 11 10 12

4 10 11 11 11

5 12 11 10 11

6 12 10 11 10

7 12 10 10 10

8 10 12 10 10

Table 6: Time-consuming recognition of human motion
recognition methods based on spatial and temporal image
segmentation and interactive region detection.

Number of experiments/
times

Time consuming (s)
Image
1

Image
2

Image
3

Image
4

1 56 57 53 51

2 52 53 55 55

3 56 57 60 61

4 56 57 59 58

5 57 59 58 58

6 56 62 61 60

7 56 57 58 60

8 57 60 60 60

Table 7: Time consuming for recognition of motion recognition
methods incorporating multiple posture estimation features.

Number of experiments/
times

Time consuming (s)
Image
1

Image
2

Image
3

Image
4

1 32 33 34 34

2 34 34 34 35

3 34 35 36 35

4 37 34 34 34

5 33 33 36 37

6 35 36 36 37

7 37 37 37 36

8 36 34 36 33
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backspin ball occasionally encounters the basket, because the
ball’s rebound direction is upward, the ball will be more
likely to score the basket again. Therefore, it is very impor-
tant to pay attention to and strengthen the training of wrist
and finger movements, form correct throwing techniques,
and make them become dynamic stereotypes, so as to
improve the shooting rate of the ball. Practice has proved
that if we grasp the opportunity (condition) of pitching well,
grasp the correct jump shot technology (core), give full play
to good physical quality (foundation), plus a better feel, we
can improve the hit rate of pitching (especially jump shot)
in the fierce competition. Therefore, grasping the correct
throwing wrist and finger movements is the key to improve
the hit rate of jump shots.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a method of recognizing basketball pitching
finger movement image based on symmetry algorithm is
proposed. A model of acquiring pitching finger movement
image is constructed. The edge contour of pitching finger
movement image is detected, and self-adapting feature seg-
mentation is carried out. The players’ hand contour is
extracted. Basketball pitching based on nematode recogni-
tion algorithm is carried out. According to the high symme-
try of the nematode body, the human body and sphere are
also highly symmetrical. First, the chain code value on one
side of the body contour is obtained by image analysis, and
then, the basketball pitch is recognized by comparing the
similarity coefficient of the chain code value of adjacent line
segments. Based on the experimental results, it is concluded
that the accuracy of recognition and judgment is more than
95% when judging the movement in basketball pitching. An
accuracy of above 95% indicates that the method can be
employed for time recognitions. The average recognition

accuracy for the proposed method is 98%, the growth rate
of recognition speed is 98%, and the maximum recognition
time is 12 s. The recognition efficiency and accuracy for the
proposed method are greater than those for the other two
methods. The robustness of the proposed method is 0.45,
which shows that the method has high stability.

Data Availability

Data is available on request.
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